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Definition of Relationships & Sex Education
At Perry Hall Multi-Academy Trust (PHMAT) we believe that our pupils need to be educated in
relationships and sex education (RSE) themes as part of a broad and balanced curriculum which
develops the whole child.
This policy is MAT-wide, but we fully acknowledge the fact that individual schools will need to take a
more local approach to some of the elements covered within this policy, most notably curriculum
content and delivery. Each MAT school will therefore include any relevant local approaches as an
appendix to this MAT-wide RSE policy to ensure that all relevant information is bespoke to their
setting and the needs and priorities of their school community.
We define RSE as lifelong learning about personal, physical, moral and emotional development. It is
about the understanding of the importance of stable and loving relationships, respect, love and care,
for family life. It also involves acquiring information, developing and forming positive beliefs, values
and attitudes. In particular, we feel it is appropriate for there to be an emphasis on relationships
education in primary phase education.
At an appropriate age for our children it is also about the teaching of sex education, as part of
National Curriculum Science or, at the decision of individual schools, via additional non-statutory
provision to complement this. RSE is not about the promotion of sexual orientation or sexual activity,
rather an understanding and acceptance of the diverse relationships that exist in our school
community and beyond. We ensure Relationships Education and Sex Education is inclusive and
meets the needs of all our pupils, including those with special educational needs and disabilities.
It is important that pupils are aware of their own bodies and feelings. They need to be educated about
any changes that may occur as they grow and to become comfortable with these.
For this to happen and for pupils to develop into mature, confident adults they need a well-planned,
age-appropriate programme of Relationships Education starting with a focus on friendships, building
of self-esteem, staying safe and mutual respect. We fully embrace the viewpoint of the Secretary of
State for Education in the DfE statutory guidance document ‘Relationships Education, Relationships
and Sex Education (RSE) and Health Education statutory guidance, 2019’:
“Today’s children and young people are growing up in an increasingly complex world and living their
lives seamlessly on and offline. This presents many positive and exciting opportunities, but also
challenges and risks. In this environment, children and young people need to know how to be safe
and healthy, and how to manage their academic, personal and social lives in a positive way.”
“In primary schools, we want the subjects to put in place the key building blocks of healthy, respectful
relationships, focusing on family and friendships, in all contexts, including online.”
Secretary of State for Education

The aims around the content within Relationships Education at primary phase are well aligned with
our PHMAT core values.
This policy is a working document which aims to provide guidance and information on all aspects of
Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) in the school for staff, parents/carers and governors.
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Please note, for the purposes of this policy we define Relationships Education (RE) as any theme and
topic that is required by the DfE within this section of the statutory document. This will be delivered
within our PSHE education programme of study.
We define Sex Education (SE) as:


Any non-statutory sex education content delivered as part of our PSHE education programme.
Any individual session which this applies to is clearly identified within each individual school’s
curriculum overview in the appendices.



Statutory sex education content is also part of National Curriculum for Science.

Please note that DfE guidance from 2020 also requires schools to deliver a ‘Changing Adolescent
Body’ unit as part of statutory Health Education. This unit covers themes such as puberty, physical
and emotional changes and menstruation. These themes will be covered in an age-appropriate way
within our PSHEe programme alongside other related themes.

Statutory regulations and guidance
Legislation and guidance documents that inform our school’s RSE policy include:









Education Act (1996)
Learning and Skills Act (2000)
Education and Inspections Act (2006)
Equality Act (2010)
Supplementary Guidance: SRE for the 21st century (2014)
Keeping children safe in education (2019)
Children and Social Work Act (2017)
Relationships Education, Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) and Health Education (2019)

Current regulations and statutory guidance from the Department for Education state that
Relationships Education and Health Education must be taught in all primary schools from September
2020. This guidance document has been reviewed to ensure that our school policy and approach is
in-line with both statutory requirements and established best practice. The statutory guidance
document from the DfE document can be viewed here:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/80
5781/Relationships_Education__Relationships_and_Sex_Education__RSE__and_Health_Education.
pdf

Other related policies and documents








PSHE policy
Safeguarding policy
E-safety policy
Anti-bullying policy
Equality policy
Behaviour policy
Science curriculum
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Confidentiality and Safeguarding
The policies for RSE and Safeguarding complement each other as they are integral in the teaching of
RSE and in keeping children safe.
Teachers need to be aware that effective RSE, which brings an understanding of what is and is not
acceptable in a relationship, may lead to disclosure of a safeguarding issue by children. If this should
occur, the staff member will inform the head/designated safeguarding lead in line with the
safeguarding policy should any concerns be raised
If there is a time when a child wishes to confide in a member of staff the above policies must be
followed, and any information passed onto the designated person. Staff members should make pupils
are aware that they cannot guarantee confidentiality and of the procedure they must follow. The
designated person must then decide what action to take and whether to involve outside agencies
depending on the information received in order to protect the child.

Inclusion
It is our intention that all children have the opportunity to experience a programme of RSE at a level
which is appropriate for their age and physical development, with differentiated provision if required.
We operate a fully inclusive ethos in school.
We are mindful of statutory guidance from the DfE, Ofsted and of the legal responsibilities placed
upon institutions by the Equality Act 2010. The full act can be viewed here:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/contents
During PSHE/RSE sessions, objective discussion of the diversity of the community we serve, and
wider society, will be approached in a sensitive and age-appropriate manner so that all children have
access to lessons which meet their particular needs.

Aims of RSE
At PH MAT we aim to develop in our pupils an understanding of the physical, biological, emotional,
social, spiritual, legal and moral aspects of relationships.
As part of our PSHE programme, Relationships Education is taught gradually across Key Stages 1
and 2, so that learning can be built upon in a way that is appropriate to the age and maturity of each
child, responds to the needs they have, and enables them to successfully manage the challenges
they face as they grow up.
Our overarching aims for our pupils from our RSE programme are:




to prepare young people for adult life by following an age appropriate programme of
relationships education teaching.
the acquisition of knowledge, the development of life skills and respectful attitudes and values
to develop young people’s confidence and self-esteem enabling self-respect and control over
their own bodies and their own lives.
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to encourage respect and responsibility for self and others.
to enable young people to make informed decisions which are relevant to their lives and
wellbeing.
to enable pupils to keep themselves safe from harm, both on and offline

If one of our individual MAT schools chooses to deliver any non-statutory sex education lessons to
meet the needs of pupils and the local community, these will be delivered at age- appropriate points
across the curriculum and clearly designated. Parents will always be consulted on any non-statutory
elements.
We believe that this view supports current DfE guidance which states that:
“It is important that the transition phase before moving to secondary school supports pupils’ ongoing
emotional and physical development effectively. The Department continues to recommend therefore
that all primary schools should have a sex education programme tailored to the age and the physical
and emotional maturity of the pupils. It should ensure that both boys and girls are prepared for the
changes that adolescence brings and – drawing on knowledge of the human life cycle set out in the
national curriculum for science - how a baby is conceived and born”
Relationships Education, Relationships and Sex Education (RSE) and Health Education statutory guidance

Content & delivery of RSE
Our RSE curriculum is delivered predominantly by class teachers or other teaching staff within our
schools from years 1 to year 6 and is predominantly part of our Personal, Social, Health & Economic
(PSHE) education programme of study. On occasion, appropriate and suitably experienced and/or
knowledgeable visitors from outside school are invited to contribute to the delivery of RSE in school,
such as School Nurses.
Throughout RSE, children and young people benefit from opportunities to identify and reflect on their
own values and those of others including their peers. RSE in school provides a safe environment for
this exploration and development of positive attitudes.
RSE is delivered within time tabled curriculum lessons as part of our PSHE education curriculum.
Statutory elements are also delivered within Science as per the National Curriculum. Our provision
intends to help young people develop confidence in talking, listening and thinking about relationships.
Several teaching strategies help this, including:




establishing ground rules with pupils
using ‘distancing’ techniques
encouraging reflection and discussion

The personal beliefs and attitudes of staff delivering RSE will not influence the teaching of the subject
in this school.
Content overview
We fully acknowledge and support the fact that individual schools will need to take a more local
approach to some of the elements covered within this policy, most notably curriculum content and
delivery. Each MAT school will therefore include any relevant local approaches/curriculum
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information as an appendix to this MAT-wide RSE policy to ensure that all relevant information is
bespoke to their setting and the needs and priorities of their school community.
Please see individual school curriculum overviews which are contained within the appendices.
Teaching and learning approaches
The delivery of lessons is designed to give all pupils a chance to explore and investigate the subject
in a safe and supportive way across the curriculum.
A wide variety of active teaching and learning approaches will be used to teach PSHE education,
including RSE. These will include:
 use of circle time
 film-clips
 scenarios
 stories
 mind mapping
 discussions i.e. whole class, small groups, paired etc.
 drama / role play
 working independently, in pairs or larger groups of children and with children they would not
normally work with
Pupils will be encouraged to reflect on their own learning and values by discussing their opinions and
beliefs as this not only builds mutual respect and understanding of others, but also reinforces
important skills and qualities such as compromise, listening and cooperation.
Creating a safe learning environment
Creating a safe learning environment is a vital part of allowing children to access PSHE/RSE lessons
where sensitive and complex issues can be explored and discussed. We use a range of methods to
support this:
Ground Rules
The use of ground rules and our MAT and individual school core values are fundamental tools in
creating a safe and secure learning environment within PSHE/RSE lessons. Given the often-sensitive
nature of topics within RSE, ground rules are even more important. Guidance for staff around setting
ground rules before each topic is given below for example but it is important that these are created in
partnership with pupils so that they are fully embedded in the classroom:
 Listen carefully
 Take turns to speak
 Respect each other’s contributions and opinions
 No personal questions or information
 If you want to share something personal or something is worrying you, talk to the teacher after
the lesson.
Good ground rules will help teachers to manage appropriate discussions and reduce the amount of
disclosures made within the lesson. Pupils are made aware that they can always talk to a member
staff about any worries and concerns outside of lesson time and are regularly signposted to pastoral
staff or safeguarding leads, as well as other support services such as Childline.
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Dealing with questions
During both formal and informal PSHE/RSE sessions, pupils are encouraged to ask questions. Any
questions arising from pupils are answered according to the age and maturity of the pupil concerned,
and if the teacher delivering the session deems it appropriate to answer. Teachers will:




use specific ground rules for this work which will clarify boundaries for children/young people,
and mitigate disclosures in class
clarify that personal questions should not be asked
clarify that pupils should not give out personal information in class but speak to someone they
trust after the lesson, e.g. school nurse, teacher, pastoral staff.

If a teacher doesn’t know the answer to a question or if a question is not deemed to be appropriate,
this should be acknowledged and, if deemed to be appropriate, this may be followed up outside of the
classroom environment with individual pupils.
Teaching staff will endeavour to answer questions as openly as possible but if faced with a question
they do not feel comfortable answering within the classroom, or is not age-appropriate (or within the
school’s RSE policy), provision may be made to address the individual child/young person’s
requirements.
Children may also be signposted back to parents/carers who have ultimate responsibility in talking to
their children about sensitive matters. We would also encourage parents to talk with school if they
have any questions or queries, and if they would like advice on how to better support their child and
continue learning outside of the classroom.

Support from Outside Agencies/visitors
We believe that visitors can add value to the teaching and delivery of RSE because of their expertise;
such as a health professional, or a style of learning; such as creative arts and theatre in education.
Any visitors who come into school to assist with the delivery of PSHE and RSE will be bound by the
policies of the school. Relevant polices, including this one, will be shared with any visitor prior to
coming into school so they are prepared accordingly.
Visitors to school, such as parents, health professionals and members of voluntary organisations,
may be invited to plan and contribute to RSE lessons. The PSHE co-ordinator will ensure that the
visitors’ contributions to lessons are in line with the learning outcomes of the school’s RSE
programme.
If visitors are invited into the schools to deliver aspects of RSE it must be in the presence of the class
teacher to ensure that the schools’ code of practice and confidentiality policy are adhered to. A
teacher/member of staff will always be present during any lesson/workshop delivered. Teachers are
also responsible for ensuring if the visitor presents a partial view of an issue, the opposing view is
presented at some point, to provide a balanced perspective.

Monitoring and evaluating RSE
Our aim is to provide RSE that is relevant and tailored to meet the needs of our pupils, depending on
their age and stage of personal development. For this reason, we regularly review the RSE
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curriculum to evaluate its effectiveness and will inform parents of any revisions to the school policy or
curriculum as required.
We aim to monitor the effectiveness of our RSE provision through:
 Lesson visits
 Work scrutiny
 Monitoring of planning
 Pupil feedback
 Staff feedback
Teachers will critically reflect on their work in delivering RSE so that they may feedback appropriate
information to the subject lead in order to support development of the subject within school.
The subject lead for PSHE/RSE will be responsible for monitoring and evaluation to ensure that
content of the programme is effective and impactful.

Working with parents/Parental right to withdraw
The role of parents in the development of their children’s understanding about relationships is vital.
Parents are the first teachers of their children. They have the most significant influence in enabling
their children to grow and mature and to form healthy relationships.
At Perry Hall MAT, we are committed to working closely with parents to ensure that we create the
best possible curriculum for our children, whilst also supporting parents in the conversations they
might have with their children around such topics.
Whilst we believe that all of the content within each of our school’s PSHE education curriculum is of
the utmost importance and relevance to all pupils, including any additional non-statutory elements,
parents have the legal right to request that their child be withdrawn from some or all non-statutory sex
education lessons other than that which is delivered via the National Curriculum for Science.
As per the DfE guidance document, there is no parental right of withdrawal from Relationships
Education or Health Education content within the school curriculum, or from any Sex Education which
forms part of the National Curriculum for Science. These are statutory requirements which the DfE
mandates schools to teach; please see the statutory document if further information is required.
We view the partnership of home and school as vital in providing the context around the themes
covered to all our children. We will keep parents/carers informed of the RSE programme through
publishing an overview of the content of the programme and policy on the school website and by
providing further information / resources on request. Parents will be offered the opportunity to discuss
the content and delivery of the programme with the subject co-ordinator.
In any of our schools that choose to deliver any non-statutory elements, letters will go to parents prior
to these sessions where this right of withdrawal applies to remind parents of this right.
We acknowledge that parents and carers have an especially important role to play in RSE and that
they need to feel confident that the schools programme complements and supports their role. If
parents wish to request that their child be withdrawn from any non-statutory provision, they should
contact the Head and will be invited to a meeting to discuss any concerns and view any appropriate
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teaching resources. We ask parents to consider the positive contribution that age appropriate RSE
can make to keeping pupils safe and preparing them for adulthood.
At the meeting, parents will be encouraged to discuss any queries or concerns which they may have.
Should parents then wish to withdraw their child from non-statutory lessons, this request will be
recorded, and alternative provision will made for any children during such sessions so that they are
not within class for the duration of the session.

Policy consultation, development and review
This policy has been written in consultation with governors, staff, parents, children & young people
and the wider community as representatives of our schools.
As part of the implementation of statutory requirements around Relationships Education, all schools
must have in place a written policy for Relationships Education/RSE. Parents must be consulted in
developing and reviewing the policy. Schools should ensure that the policy meets the needs of pupils
and parents and reflects the community they serve.
At PH MAT, we empower our schools to work with their local communities to ensure that any local
policy and practice is reflective of the school’s community and best meets the needs of pupils. Any
local variations will be included within individual school appendices. This can be achieved by:






The use of working groups, representative of the school community, to lead on policy
development and review
Pupil voice activities to ensure pupils views are considered
Staff review – lead by the PSHE/RSE subject lead to capture staff experience
Governor/Trust board review and agreement
Information sharing meetings

This policy will be reviewed at least every 2 years to ensure that it continues to meet the needs of
pupils, staff and parents and is in line with current DfE guidance.
This MAT wide policy is approved by Chair of Trustees
Individual school appendices are approved by the Local Governing Body

Roles & responsibilities
Governors/Heads/SLT will:
 Oversee all aspects of this policy
 Develop this policy and review it on a regular basis. This policy is developed in consultation
with parents, pupils and staff to ensure that it meets the needs of the whole school community.
 Ensure that all staff are given regular and ongoing training on issues relating to RSE
 Ensure that all staff are up to date with related policy changes, and familiar with school policy
and guidance relating to relationships and sex education.
 Ensure that our schools are fully compliant in delivering statutory requirements within
Relationships Education
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Communicate openly with staff, parents and the governing body to ensure that everyone
understands the school policy and curriculum for RSE, and that any concerns or opinions
regarding the provision at the school are considered as is appropriate.

Subject lead will:
 Oversee the day-to-day operation of the school’s RSE provision
 Contribute to delivering or organisation of training where necessary
 Liaise with outside agencies e.g. school nurse service, visitors etc.
 Ensure that appropriate resources are available for the teaching of RSE
 Develop, review and monitor the teaching of RSE and the school policy as requested by the
Head
 Report to governors/SLT on the subject as required
Staff will:
 Engage in professional development training around RSE provision as required
 Ensure that they are up to date with school policy and curriculum requirements regarding RSE
 Tailor their teaching, planning and resources to ensure inclusive provision for all pupils in their
class across the whole range of abilities, including those pupils with special educational or
additional needs
 Provide regular feedback to the subject lead on their experience of teaching RSE and pupil
response and direct any queries or questions about delivery to the subject lead as soon as
possible
 Ensure that their personal beliefs and attitudes will not prevent them from providing balanced
RSE in line with this school policy
 Inform the appropriate member of staff and follow school procedures around any safeguarding
concerns which may arise.
Parents will:





Share the responsibility of RSE to support their child’s personal, social and emotional
development.
Engage with their children to continue learning about matters that have been raised through
the subject in school and extend their learning appropriately.
Engage in any consultation/information around RSE to ensure that our school curriculum best
meets the needs of children
If needed, seek additional support from the school where they feel it is required

This policy will be next reviewed on:

Signed by Headteacher:

Signed by Governor:
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Local appendices
Appendix 1 – PSHE overview – highlight any non-statutory sex ed if applicable
Appendix 1: Coverage
Stand-alone PSHE lessons:

Foundation stage and KS1:
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KS2:
Note: The teaching of human reproduction is non-statutory. Parents and guardians retain the right of
withdrawal from these sessions only.
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‘Golden threads’ woven into the REAL curriculum:

Curricular
Strand

Uses &
Abuses
(Substances)

Community
Life
(Social Cohesion)

Personal & Curriculum
Social Concepts Location
tea & coffee
Sugar
energy drinks
Alcohol
cigarettes, e-cigarettes
drugs & medicines

environmental impact
crime & rehabilitation
equal opportunities
Discrimination
Tolerance
social behaviour
manners & politeness
voting & not voting,
money & finance

Myself &
Others
(Human
Relationships)

Friendship
Tolerance
Collaborations
Bullying
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Geog Y1-6, Sci Y4 &
6
Hist. Years ,
Geog Year 2, 3, 4, 5,
6
Phil Years 4+
Phil Years 3+
Geography 4,5,6
Phil Y2 +
History Y5

Phil Year 4 +
Sci Year 6
Maths Y1-6
Sci Y5, Y6

diet

The laws
surrounding
substance abuse
Restricted and
non-restricted
substances
Age limits
(cigarettes, alcohol
etc.)
Science Year 6
The laws on Equal
Opportunities
Race, Gender, Age
etc. discrimination
acts,
Contextualising the
actions of
Historical figures in
moral terms.
History Year 2 & 3

Democracy

Individual
Liberty

Responsibility and
being in control of
your own destiny

When can I choose
– what am I
choosing? What
impact on others –
libertarianism and
harm
History of
prohibition,
restriction etc.

How religion and
other philosophies
approach many
stimulants and
restricted
substances (esp.
alcohol)
RE Year 3 “Fasting
& Abstinence”

Historic
democratic and
non-democratic
societies, including
invasions and
dictatorships,
compared to our
school, modern
day and national
picture.
History Year 2, 3, 4
&5

Changes in the
welfare of children
and their rights
over time.
History Year 1& 2

UNDHR 18 – see RE
Curriculum
Religious Conflict &
Harmony
RE Year5, History
Year 5

What are my rights
and responsibilities
as a voter in the
future? How does
my school prepare
me for this now
School & Eco
Council classroom
elections; School
Elections (e.g. bird
vote 2015)
History Year 5

How can I explore
my own liberty?
How far does my
liberty extend in
terms of 1) the
liberty of others 2)
the laws of society
3) religious and
cultural laws 4)
conventional
morality 5) a
personal code 6)
reality?
History,
Philosophy,
Geography, RE
Years 1-6
Making healthy
choices and the

England’s Christian
Conversion & the
tensions thereof.
History Year 4

Maths Y1-6

RE Yr1-6
Phil Year 2 +
Core curriculum
History Year 3, 4 &
5
RE Y1, Y2
RE Y2, History Y4-6

love & relationships
partnerships &
marriage
Emotions
human reproduction
handling money
changes

Healthy

Sci Year 6
Sci Year 1-4
Sci Year 3, 4
Sci Year 6
Sci Year 6
Sci Year 2, Sci Y6

The Rule
of Law

Mutual
Respect for
Freedom of
Beliefs

RE Y3, DT Y1-6 Sci
Y1-6

Discussions of the
ethics of invasion,
power and
coercion to relate
to bullying and
abuses of power in
relationships
History Year 2, 3, 4
&5

What do I
understand about
the lives, beliefs
and cultures of
others.
Contrast in
personal beliefs
and examination of
the beliefs of
others in depth.
RE Y1-6
Phil Y1-6

Diet and eating
taboos in world
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Body,
Healthy
Mind

Exercise
teeth & oral hygiene
well-being
beliefs & extremism
national identity
personal hygiene
fears & worries
privacy & secrets
body image
self esteem
challenge & pressure

(Physical & Mental
Health)

Who
Helps
Us?
(UK Infrastructure)

teachers,
Healthcare
emergency services,
armed forces,
charities,
government,
parliament,
judiciary,
faith groups.

Staying
Safe

road safety
rail safety
water safety
correct clothing
indoor hazards
outdoor hazards
e-safety
strangers
bad friends/good
friends
good touch/bad touch
poisons & medicines

Sci Y2, 3 & 6
Sci Y4
PE Y1-6
RE Y3 Y6, Phil Y6
GeogY1-6
Sci Y5
Sci Y5
Sci Y6
Sci Y5
Sci Y5-6
PE Y1-6

impact on others
(e.g. families, NHS)
RE Year 1 Thanks
& Gratitude Year 4
Charity & Giving
Freedom of choice
(diet, body shape)
versus health and
longevity.
Resisting media
and cultural
pressures.

RE Y1 Y4
Geog Y2
Geog Y2 RE Y1, Y4
Geog Y2 Hist Y2
RE Year 1&4
Hist Y4&5
Hist Y4&5
Hist Y5
RE Y1-6

Contrasts in AngloSaxon Law & Order
with modern day
History Year 5

Geog Y1, Y2, Sci Y3,

The law as it
relates to
children’s rights
and safety
Assemblies

Geog Y2, Sci Year 4
D&T Year 3-4, Sci
Y3, 4, 6.
PE Y1-6 (to respect)
Sci Y3
Comp Y1-6 (to
respect)

religions relating
healthy body to
healthy spirit.
RE Year 3
“Fasting &
Abstinence”

Democracy,
Parliament,
Government &
Monarchy
explored.
History Year 4 & 5

Contextualisation
of the role of the
modern armed
forces contrasted
with English Civil
War.
History Year 2

Personal freedom
versus the safety
of self and others
Assemblies

The potential
positive and
negative effects of
religious beliefs on
individuals,
families and
society
RE 1-6, Assemblies

RE Y1, Y5
Sci Y6
Sci Y2

Appendix 2 – Individual school values
Created by: Naomi French
Updated: 18th June 2020

Introduction:
This policy outlines the teaching, organisation and management of PSHE at Stanley Road Primary School. The
implementation of this policy is the responsibility of all teaching staff. The PSHE leader is responsible for monitoring and
reviewing this policy. Through all of our curriculum provision, we aim to ensure that thinking skills are a core part of our
teaching and learning opportunities.
At Stanley Road, we believe every learner should be challenged to realise their full potential. Our REAL PSHE
curriculum is inclusive and broad and is designed to guide our students into becoming successful, happy and productive
members of the school and wider community.
July 2021
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Intent:
When you learn at Stanley Road you learn to be a human being. As a multicultural school with multiple faiths, ethnicities
and socio-economic backgrounds we have both a tremendous opportunity you use ourselves as a resource for Personal
& Social development, but as a responsibility to see that this resource is fully explored and our school community is
harmonious, warm, inclusive and always growing.
The REAL Personal & Social curriculum aims to ground learning in all subjects in the real world of choices and
consequences. It aims to provide an efficient and effective solution to the broad requirements for children’s education
where there is a need and a requirement: Personal, Social, Health & Education (PSHE), rich Social, Moral, Cultural &
Spiritual (SMSC) education and the need to develop an understanding and respect for Fundamental British Values (FBV).
It is our intention that when learning at Stanley Road, children are able to understand the effect of the world and society
on themselves personally, and their own effect on others socially, exploring Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural
dimensions to the curriculum and developing an understanding of Fundamental British Values and learning to recognise
and gauge risks and so take actions to keep themselves safe.

Implementation:
PSHE is taught through a combination of stand-alone lessons and by weaving a “golden thread” of Personal & Social
learning opportunities through every subject in the REAL Curriculum, in doing so enriching the curriculum with a
responsible, empathic element.
As well as in-class teaching, each term has a PSHE theme which embeds PSHE into the everyday life of the school,
including assemblies.
Our PSHE teaching is underpinned by The Four Pillars of Citizenship, written by school council children and displayed in
a format designed by a student (see right).

As in our Philosophy sessions, we follow a set of rules listed below and displayed in each
classroom:
 Everyone is welcome to speak;
 We respect all opinions;
 There is no right or wrong answer;
 We listen and respond to each other.
These enable our students to talk freely and safely and are reinforced at the start of each
PSHE session.
Inclusion:
All planning, teaching and learning opportunities takes into account the needs of all members of the class. The diverse
languages and cultural backgrounds of our pupils are considered when planning sessions, and the local community are
engaged with wherever possible.
With such a mixed catchment, ethnically, religiously and socio-economically, The Personal & Social curriculum stresses
Equal Opportunities very highly. The curriculum is designed for children to see themselves in relation to others and vice
versa, promoting understanding, acceptance and celebration of difference. Assembly themes are designed specifically to
explore equal opportunities through various lenses.

IMPACT:
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Our diverse school community is unique and we believe that every learner within it has the potential to achieve and the
right to a broad PSHE curriculum.
Our school motto is “Nurture – Inspire - Achieve” and through our PSHE curriculum, we enable this to happen. Planned
learning progressively builds on prior knowledge and understanding and support children in producing high quality
outcomes.
We will ensure that the PSHE curriculum is regularly monitored and reviewed. We achieve this in a variety of ways
including lesson observations, book and planning trawls and talking to children.
A variety of informal assessment strategies are implemented by staff to show progression of skills over time. Teachers
monitor children’s understanding within their classes continually and adapt teaching as necessary. This will help ensure all
pupils, including the most disadvantaged and pupils with SEND have been given the knowledge and cultural capital they
need to succeed in life.

Nurture – Inspire – Achieve
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Appendix 1 SRPS PSHE overview:
Foundation stage and KS1:
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KS2:
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Note: The teaching of human reproduction is non-statutory. Parents and guardians retain the right of
withdrawal from these sessions only.

Appendix 2 School Values
July 2021
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Our aim is to provide our children with a relevant, engaging, aspirational and lifelong (REAL)
curriculum that equips children with the skills and knowledge they need for life. The REAL
curriculum is based in thinking skills (Bloom’s Taxonomy) and includes philosophy lessons for
every learner.

Debated by, promoted and written
by School Council, our ‘Pillars of
Citizenship’ are firmly at the heart of
Stanley Road. They are designed to
guide our students into becoming
successful, happy and productive
members of the school and wider
community.

Nurture – Inspire – Achieve
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